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INTRODUCTION
Using Ph.D. style pedagogy, I will introduce you to various research methods utilized by a wide
variety of business researchers to help prepare you for your research mentorship and future
research projects in the Commerce Scholars Program. The course will provide a broad overview
of the research process including picking a research question; designing a study; choosing
appropriate methodology; designing a data collection effort; coding, analyzing and rendering
data; communicating results; and the peer review process. The course will not make you an
expert in any particular method or research design. But it should prepare you to identify which
designs and methods would be most appropriate to delve more deeply into to answer your own
future research questions. You also will build a competency in helping to review other people’s
research.
Since we are following a seminar format, you should expect to come to class and be pushed to
think actively by both the instructor and your classmates. You should equally push your
classmates and instructor to think actively about the topics at hand. Information will not be
packaged into lectures for you to memorize. Assigned readings are provided to give grounding
for each day’s discussion. Failure to prepare the readings adequately prior to class will
jeopardize your ability (and those of your fellow Commerce Scholars) to learn in this course. If
you put in the appropriately high level of effort I assure you this will be a course and program
you will not forget.

ASSIGNMENTS: READINGS AND REVIEW
Since the readings will form the basis of our daily discussions, it is crucial that you read the
material BEFORE class sessions so that you can contribute thoughtfully to the class
discussions. A detailed, day-by-day schedule of readings, assignments, and preparation
questions is below. It is essential that you prepare prior to our class meetings in the manner
indicated by the syllabus. It is your responsibility to note these assignments ahead of time.
Many class sessions also have an assignment that will be due before class starts. These are
detailed in the daily schedule below. For the majority of the assignments you will be expected to
discuss your assignment verbally during the seminar.
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Required Readings
OT:

Open textbooks. The open textbook movement offers comprehensive textbooks which
are free to distribute. We will draw upon several of these, which you can use free of
charge.

SAA: Supplemental assigned articles. One of the benefits of attending a research university is
that the majority of research articles and various database tools are available to you free
of charge via the UBC library contracts. I will provide links via the course webpage to the
articles and tools. Keep in mind you must access some of the links utilizing the library
proxy with your UBC CWL and may require the UBC VPN to access the articles from offcampus.
GRADING
Research Proposal (50 percent of course mark)
You will complete multiple research activities to aid you in developing a final empirical research
proposal. Details of each component are listed in the schedule on the day each component is
due. You are strongly encouraged to draw on the theoretical concepts from the course in
developing the various components when appropriate.
For each class session when a component is due you will present that component to other
members of the class. Feel free to utilize any appropriate visual aids that you feel will assist in
your presentation.
While you will receive comments on the various research activities that are due earlier in the
semester, they will not be graded directly. So I encourage you to take risks and really try to push
the field forward.
Using the feedback on these activities from both your classmates and instructor, you will
produce your final empirical research proposal for Day 11. That final proposal will be graded as
follows:
 Development of research question – 5 percent of course mark
 Development of literature review – 5 percent of course mark
 Development of hypotheses – 5 percent of course mark (Note: for inductive style
research this 5 percent will be shifted to other components as appropriate)
 Specificity and practicality of data collection – 10 percent of course mark
 Specificity and appropriateness of methodology – 10 percent of course mark
 Explanation of how you can render and interpret your results – 5 percent of course mark
 Discussion of further research to follow-up assuming success of project – 5 percent of
course mark
 Verbal presentation of the proposal – 5 percent of course mark
Research Proposal Evaluation (20 percent of course mark)
You will complete an evaluation of one of your classmate’s completed research proposals (the
Day 11 assignment). You will present your evaluation in both written and verbal format on Day
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12. Your grade will be computed as follows:
 Analysis of strengths and weaknesses of the proposal – 5 percent of course mark
 Use of theoretical course concepts in making the evaluation – 5 percent of course mark
 Developmental suggestions for the proposal – 5 percent of course mark
 Verbal presentation of the evaluation – 5 percent of course mark
Active Learning (30 percent of course mark)
Because this course relies heavily on applications and discussions of the theoretical materials,
30 percent of your grade will be determined from active learning activities. Active learning
means that you take responsibility both for your learning, and helping others to learn more about
the material. The four primary components of active learning in this course are:
1) Being prepared by completing all assignments and readings effectively prior to coming to
the class in which they are due.
2) Integrating concepts from the readings into our discussions.
3) Building upon what your classmates and instructor have said.
4) Critical thought demonstrated through deep analysis of the various assignments and
readings.
A critical component of the course is spirited, informed discussion. Toward this end, you have
two responsibilities, one private and one public. On the private dimension, you should familiarize
yourself with the assigned material, taking care to prepare thoroughly, and to develop informed
individual responses to the material. Try to figure out the connection prior to class between the
readings and the rest of what has already been covered earlier in the course.
Readings will normally not be fully reviewed separately – you are assumed to have read and
understood them. This private preparation enables you to successfully contribute to the class.
On the public dimension, these ideas must be brought forward as a basis for rich class
discussion. The class can then explore these ideas further in active analysis. Please keep in
mind that the only measurable output of your preparation is the public dimension. Excellent
participation incorporates the lessons from the theories into the discussion.
Excellent participation also builds on what your classmates have said to move the conversation
forward – not repeating what has already been said. Comments based solely on “gut reaction”
generally do not add much value. Participation that does not add any value is treated the same
as not participating. Frequent non-quality contributions may be penalized. Quality of contribution
is rewarded – not quantity.
Since this is a discussion-based course, I consider attendance in every class to be very
important. If you do miss a class, it is your responsibility to find out from your classmates what
material was covered, what additional assignments were made, and what additional material
you may have missed.
You are expected to be prepared for every class meeting. Since I frequently call on students
whose hands are not raised, please let me know before the start of class if you are not prepared
so that I can avoid embarrassing you inadvertently. Note, however, that this should only occur
for exceptional reasons – particularly in a class of this size and format where everyone must
move the discussion forward together.
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COURSE EXPECTATIONS
By enrolling in this course, you acknowledge that you recognize the commitment required on
your part to create a positive learning environment for both your classmates and yourself. This
commitment entails a significant amount of effort including, but not limited to, the following:
1) You will prepare extensively for class each day and come prepared to be pushed to think
actively regarding the subject matter.
2) You understand that you are expected to have read and digested the readings prior to
each class. You recognize that these readings will be used as the building blocks of our
interactive class discussion and will not be reviewed fully for basic content during class.
3) You recognize that in a research seminar coming to class without having read the
assigned materials in detail prior to class is equivalent to missing class.
4) You recognize that coming to class unprepared detracts from the quality of the class
discussion for the entire class and that your actions have direct impact on others.
5) You recognize that frequent non-quality participation detracts from the learning
environment and will share airtime with your classmates.
6) You are expected to be respectful of others at all times by being attentive and conscious
of words and actions and their impact on others, listening to people with an open mind,
treating all UBC community members equally and understanding diversity.
7) You recognize the diversity that other classmates bring to the classroom should be
viewed as a resource, benefit, and source of strength for everyone’s joint learning
experience.
8) You have read the complete syllabus and fully understand the deadlines and
requirements for the course.
Technology Expectations
1) You will confirm your official e-mail listed as your preferred e-mail on the SSC can reach
you with important class messages.
2) You will e-mail Marc-David with your preferred e-mail to use for the UBC Workspace file
sharing system.
3) You will use the display name function in Zoom each class to assist the members of the
class and the instructor in knowing the name you like to be called.
4) You will access the live interactive Zoom sessions from an environment with minimal
background noise and a minimum 3MBP connection, a webcam with video on at all
times, a microphone that you mute as appropriate, and headphones/earbuds.
5) You will not share the class Zoom link or invite others to the sessions without the
instructor’s permission.
6) You will not copy, film, or in any way record or redistribute the video, audio or other
course content without the instructor’s permission.
7) You will fully test your technology setup and familiarize yourself with the Zoom platform
prior to the first day of class.
8) You will verify that your Zoom application is capable of using the breakout room function.
Most major platforms should work. Zoom provides details here:
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115005769646
9) You will familiarize yourself with the annotation function in Zoom prior to the first class.
Zoom provides details here: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115005706806Using-annotation-tools-on-a-shared-screen-or-whiteboard
10) You will help other students in the class to the best of your ability with any technology
challenges they may experience.
11) When you have the time, please come up to 15 minutes early to the course Zoom room
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so you can casually interact with your classmates before we get started with the formal
class.
Policy Regarding Re-reads of All Graded Coursework
In the event that you feel something was missed in the grading of your work (be it mathematical
error or other), please write a brief summary of what you feel needs further attention and submit
this re-read request with your marked work via e-mail. If you request a re-read, it will be read
from scratch and your grade may go up or down. Each grade component is considered final one
week after given to the class and will no longer be open for re-reading or discussion. I do not
accept personal lobbying efforts on behalf of grades other than in writing. I am happy to discuss
your work with you for educational purposes, but keep in mind that once we discuss the work
the grade is considered final if you have not already had the work re-read.
UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND RESOURCES
UBC provides resources to support student learning and to maintain healthy lifestyles but
recognizes that sometimes crises arise and so there are additional resources to access
including those for survivors of sexual violence. UBC values respect for the person and ideas of
all members of the academic community. Harassment and discrimination are not tolerated nor is
suppression of academic freedom. UBC provides appropriate accommodation for students with
disabilities and for religious observances. UBC values academic honesty and students are
expected to acknowledge the ideas generated by others and to uphold the highest academic
standards in all of their actions. Details of the policies and how to access support are available
on the UBC Senate website at https://senate.ubc.ca/policies-resources-support-studentsuccess.
During this pandemic, the shift to online learning has greatly altered teaching and studying at
UBC, including changes to health and safety considerations. Keep in mind that some UBC
courses might cover topics that are censored or considered illegal by non-Canadian
governments. This may include, but is not limited to, human rights, representative government,
defamation, obscenity, gender or sexuality, and historical or current geopolitical controversies. If
you are a student living abroad, you will be subject to the laws of your local jurisdiction, and your
local authorities might limit your access to course material or take punitive action against you.
UBC is strongly committed to academic freedom, but has no control over foreign authorities
(please visit http://www.calendar.ubc.ca/vancouver/index.cfm?tree=3,33,86,0 for an articulation
of the values of the University conveyed in the Senate Statement on Academic Freedom). Thus,
we recognize that students will have legitimate reason to exercise caution in studying certain
subjects. If you have concerns regarding your personal situation, consider postponing taking a
course with manifest risks, until you are back on campus or reach out to your academic advisor
to find substitute courses. For further information and support, please visit:
http://academic.ubc.ca/support-resources/freedom-expression
COURSE SCHEDULE
Day 1 - Sep. 10 The nature of social science
Assignment:
 Bring an article from a recent (within the past week) published news source that reports
the findings of a scientific study related to a business topic that interests you.
 Using the Journal Citation Reports from ISI Knowledge (link on course webpage) find the
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impact factors of the Journal of Finance, RAND Journal of Economics, Research Policy,
Journal of Consumer Research, Administrative Science Quarterly, and Science.
E-mail Marc-David from the e-mail address you would like to signup for the class
Workspace, and after receiving the return invitation confirm UBC Workspace is working
on your machine.
Schedule your faculty mentor interview for the Day 4 assignment (it may take time to get
on your mentor's schedule).

Required Background Reading:
 OT: Anol Bhattacherjee. Social Science Research: Principles, Methods, and Practices
Chapters 1 and 2
Questions to think about prior to class:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

What is the difference between a research university and a community college?
Why am I interested in getting involved in doing research?
What types of research questions do I hope to one day answer?
What is something you noticed in the past month that made you go, “Hmmmm…”?
How can I quickly communicate the primary findings of my article to other members of
the class?
6) Why did you find it interesting?
7) What hypotheses, if any, are tested?
8) Does the study use quantitative or qualitative data?
9) Is it inductive, deductive, or something else?
10) What is the unit of analysis in the study?
11) What was the impact factor of Journal of Finance, RAND Journal of Economics,
Research Policy, Journal of Consumer Research, Administrative Science Quarterly, and
Science?
12) What biases are built into such metrics?
Day 2 - Sep. 17 Measurement, models, sampling, and observational data
Assignment:
 Please download the Stata installation files from the class Workspace prior to class –
they are large and can take a while to download so please consider doing so in a
location with good internet speed. We will be helping you get up and running on Stata,
with an introductory session in class.
 Think of at least five particular behaviours or characteristics that you can observe by
sitting and watching people in a public place, a live video stream, or on publically
available social media without interacting with them in any way. Some example
behaviours to observe could be smiling, wearing glasses, laughing, listening to music,
color of clothing, etc. Collect data by observing at least 20 people from a distance (be it
physical or virtual) and capturing your observations in an Excel data file. Code each
behaviour or characteristic as either a binary variable (0/1) or a frequency count. If the
behaviour or characteristic is nominal, then code it as a series of dummy variables (0/1
for each nominal value as a separate variable).
 Upload your excel spreadsheet to the class Workspace in the Day 2 folder by noon
using a filename that contains your name.
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Required Background Reading:
 OT: Anol Bhattacherjee. Social Science Research: Principles, Methods, and Practices,
Chapters 5 and 6
 SAA: “Body Ritual Among the Nacirema”
Questions to think about prior to class:
1) How was the culture I collected data on similar to the Nacirema?
2) What is inductive research? How does it differ from deductive?
3) How can I quickly communicate the details of my data collection to other members of the
class?
4) What patterns does my data collection show me?
5) What are some biases that can be introduced by sampling choices?

Day 3 - Sep. 24 Theory development
Assignment:
 Watch the “What is HIBAR Research?” video (link on the course website).
 Using the Journal Citation Reports from ISI Web of Knowledge identify a journal rated in
the Top 10 of impact factors in a business or related discipline of your choosing. Report
the journal title, the Journal Citation Reports subject category (Business, Economics,
Management, Psychology, Sociology, etc.), and the journal’s impact factor.
 Search through recent issues of the journal you have identified to find an empirical
research article of interest to you, but which has a conclusion you disagree with or think
can be improved with further research (Hint: Frequently the discussion section of an
article discusses areas of future research related to the focal article). Do not worry if you
do not fully understand any math or statistical analyses in the article. Focus primarily on
the theory development and conclusions drawn by the author(s).
Required Background Reading:
 OT: A Vision of Responsible Research in Business and Management: Striving for Useful
and Credible Knowledge
 OT: Anol Bhattacherjee. Social Science Research: Principles, Methods, and Practices,
Chapters 3 and 4
Questions to think about prior to class:
1) What is HIBAR Research, and how does it relate to the Responsible Research in
Business and Management efforts?
2) How can I quickly communicate the primary findings of my selected article to other
members of the class?
3) Why do I find the article interesting?
4) What aspect of the conclusion do I disagree with or think can be improved?
5) Did the article use inductive or deductive design? Was it appropriate to achieve the
theoretical goals?
6) What is the purpose of business school research?
7) How should society generate new knowledge 25 years from now?
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Day 4 – Oct. 1 Basic parameters of research design
Assignment:
 Interview your faculty mentor and be sure to cover answers to the following questions:
o What are some key current theoretical debates in the research literature you
primarily identify with?
o What research areas are you currently working on?
o Which journals are the best ones to read in your broad research area?
o How do you envision society being better as a result of your research?
 Identify a recent empirical article authored or co-authored by your faculty mentor. Be
sure to select an article that you can answer the necessary questions about. Do not
worry if you do not fully understand any math or statistical analyses in the article. You
will present the article to other members of the class for 5 minutes max. Be sure to
quickly cover the following:
o The article title, authors, publication year and journal title
o What is the research problem? This can take the form of, “Why is it that...”
o Discuss how the author(s) think something (for instance, a dependent variable)
varies or changes – in other words describe the phenomenon under investigation
o Identify and define the dependent variable(s) (if appropriate)
o Identify and define the unit of analysis
o Discuss the target population and sampling
o Discuss the level of measurement used
o Discuss how the authors render and present their data
o Give a general argument and rationale for what the author(s) think is going on
o State at least one alternative explanation a skeptic may have to the author(s)’
theoretical explanation and findings
o Describe the potential societal implications of the research findings
Required Background Reading:
 OT: Anol Bhattacherjee. Social Science Research: Principles, Methods, and Practices,
Chapters 7 and 8
Question to think about prior to class:
1) How can I present my interview and article most effectively to other members of the
class? (Be prepared to present your assignment for about 5 minutes.)
Day 5 – Oct. 8 Citation management and archival data sources
Assignment:
 Ensure your laptop has good access to the UBC Library resources, with any necessary
EZ Proxy or UBC VPN working, for a session on citation management and archival data
sources.
Required Background Reading:
 OT: Principles of Sociological Inquiry: Qualitative and Quantitative Methods, Chapters 3,
4, and 5
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Day 6 - Oct. 15 Research question generation
Assignment:
 Brainstorm 10 potential research questions you are interested in based upon your
discussions with your mentor, related research literature you have read, problems you
see in society, and phenomenon you have experienced or learned about
 For each question have a single sentence phrased as a question with the big picture
research question
 Be prepared to read your list of 10 questions out loud and to discuss them with the class
Day 7 - Oct. 22 Experiments and Quasi-experiments
Assignment:
 You have been invited to pitch a foundation to fund the testing of a theory –
congratulations! The foundation that is funding the research expects you to test an
aspect of your theory experimentally. Your presentation (maximum of 5 minutes) should
contain the following elements:
o Describe your research question, and how it advances what the field already
knows.
o Describe your experimental design using the proper scientific terms.
o Define the unit of analysis and your variables (both dependent and independent).
o Discuss the internal and external validity issues raised by your design.
o Describe how you will conduct your experiment including the subjects,
experimental manipulation, measurement of the variables, and debriefing.
o How will you determine if the subjects participate in good faith?
o How will you determine if your hypotheses are supported?
o What are the weaknesses and drawbacks of your design?
o What are the potential societal implications of this research?
Required Background Reading:
 OT: Paul C. Price, Rajiv S. Jhangiani, and I-Chant A. Chiang. Research Methods in
Psychology, Chapters 6 and 7
Questions to think about prior to class:
1) How can I communicate the details of my proposed experiment to other members of the
class? (Be prepared to present your pitch for 5 minutes maximum.)

Day 8 - Oct. 29 Survey design
Assignment:
 A research officer at Statistics Canada learned of your research recently and has
become quite interested in creating a large-scale survey on a theory of your choosing.
This is a wonderful opportunity for you. Statistics Canada would like to see a rough
design for the survey, which would be administered throughout Canada. Please upload it
to the Day 8 Workspace folder by noon. Your write-up (PDF with maximum of 5 doublespaced pages) should contain the following elements:
o Description of your research question and how it advances what the field already
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

knows.
Identification of the target population and unit of analysis.
Description of the sampling design. Justify your choice and discuss both the
strengths and weaknesses of the design.
What types of sampling errors might be introduced by the design?
What survey method should be utilized? Why?
What types of questions will be asked? (Give a few sample questions of each
type.)
How will you know if your theory is supported?
What will skeptics say about your survey design?
What are the potential societal implications of your research if your theory is
supported?

Required Reading:
 OT: Principles of Sociological Inquiry: Qualitative and Quantitative Methods, Chapters 7
and 8
Questions to think about prior to class:
1) How can I communicate the details of my survey to other members of the class? (Be
prepared to present your assignment for about 5 minutes.)

Day 9 - Nov. 5 Archival data design
Assignment:
 You are still awaiting news from Statistics Canada about your large-scale survey.
Meanwhile, a research officer at a private foundation learned of your research and has
become quite interested in helping out. The foundation has requested a proposal
presentation for a study using available data. Identify an archival dataset that contains a
minimum of 1000 records that you find interesting and put the dataset into your
Workspace folder by noon as a ready to analyze Stata file.
 Your presentation (5 minute pitch) should contain the following elements:
o Describe your research question, and how it advances what the field already
knows.
o Develop and describe your hypotheses using proper literature citations.
o Describe and justify your choice of research methods.
o Be as specific as you can about which variables from your dataset you will be
using.
o Discuss the sampling issues and potential problems that your chosen method
has.
o Discuss how you will evaluate the data quality.
o How will you know if your hypotheses are supported?
o What concerns would a skeptic have about your design?
o What are the potential societal implications of your research if your theory is
supported?
Required Background Reading:
 OT: Anol Bhattacherjee. Social Science Research: Principles, Methods, and Practices,
Chapters 14 and 15
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Questions to think about prior to class:
1) How can I quickly communicate the details of my study to other members of the class?
(Be prepared to present your assignment for 5 minutes max.)
2) What types of additional methods could I supplement my study with to address concerns
a skeptic may have about the design?
Day 10 - Nov. 12 Using available data – hands on
Assignment:
 Using your archival dataset from last week, prepare at least 5 models based upon your
presentation last week.
 Be prepared to present for 5 minutes with the following content:
o Challenges you experienced in analyzing your data
o How you overcame them
o Problems still pending with your models you would like help on
o New questions your analysis has raised going forward
 Have your computer loaded with Stata and your dataset ready to conduct follow-up
analyses on your dataset during class.
Day 11 – Nov. 19 Research proposals
Assignment:
 Congratulations! Your work so far has led to a series of interesting research ideas. Pick
from among those that you have already completed (or choose a new one). If your
previous assignments are related, feel free to tie them together and use them. If not, that
is also ok. Produce an empirical research proposal as a PDF file (maximum of 20
double-spaced pages) that includes:
o A research question
o A literature review (with proper citations following a format common in your
targeted field’s journals)
o If you are proposing a deductive study, at least 3 hypotheses
o If you are doing an inductive study, discussion of why inductive design is the best
choice to address your research question
o Explanation of how you would collect data (be very specific here)
o Explanation of what methodology you would use to analyze and render your data
(be very specific here including any models to be tested, types of data analysis,
rendering and visualization, etc.)
o If you are doing a deductive study, explanation of how you would tell if your
hypotheses were correct from your data analysis and rendering
o If you are doing an inductive study, additional discussion of how your
methodology is appropriate given the current state of knowledge on the research
question, and likely to produce credible and useful data and conclusions
o Discussion of further research that would be useful to follow-up to your current
proposed study
o Discussion of the potential societal implications of your research


Send your research proposal to Marc-David via the Workspace Day 11 folder by noon. It
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will be assigned for review to one of your classmates for next week.
Required Background Reading:
 OT: Anol Bhattacherjee. Social Science Research: Principles, Methods, and Practices,
Chapter 16
Questions to think about prior to class:
1) How can I communicate the details of my overall research proposal to the class? (Be
prepared to formally present your proposal for 7 minutes max.)
Day 12 - Nov. 26 Reviewing
Assignment:
 SSHRC has asked you to review a research proposal because they are considering
funding it. They want you to prepare a review (maximum of 5 double-spaced pages in a
PDF file) of the proposed research of your assigned classmate. A copy of your review
will be provided to the author of the research proposal you are evaluating. SSHRC is
particularly interested in having the following included:
o Is the research problem well defined?
o Is the research problem justified theoretically?
o Is the research problem important?
o What are the societal implications of the research problem?
o If it is a deductive study, are the hypotheses testable?
o If it is a deductive study, is the design appropriate for the hypotheses they
propose to test? Why or why not? Review each and suggest modifications.
o If it is an inductive study, is the methodology appropriate and likely to produce
credible and useful data and conclusions?
o How practical is the design? Will this research be possible to complete? Would
you recommend cutting any particular portions? Why or why not?
o Should the project be funded with public funds? Why or why not?
 E-mail a copy of your review to both Marc-David and the person whom you are
reviewing by noon.
Questions to think about prior to class:
1) How can I communicate the details of my evaluation of the research proposal to the
class? (You will make a formal presentation of 7 minutes max in class. Feel free to use
visual aids as appropriate.)
Day 13 – Dec. 3 Wrap-up, and Next Steps
Questions to think about prior to class:
1) Using the feedback on my proposal received last week, what would I need to do going
forward to turn this into a full research project?
2) What problems do you see in the business world and broader society that could be
better understood and addressed through a concerted research effort?
3) What am I interested in pursuing for my Commerce Scholars Research?
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4)
5)
6)
7)

How can I increase the potential for societal impact through my research?
What theories and skills do I most hope to learn from working with my mentor?
How can I ensure I build a strong working relationship with my mentor?
How can I help other Commerce Scholars and my mentor improve their own research
going forward?
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